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Chapter 1 : 52 ideas for adventure gifts - to get kids out & active
Adventure Gear for God's Kids: How Jesus Can Help When You're All Mixed Up (Nineteen Ninety-Six 50 Day Spiritual
Adventure Series) [Debbie Bible, Michael Streff, Clint Hansen] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on
qualifying offers.

Poseidon The brothers Zeus, Hades, and Poseidon were the most important gods of all. Zeus was the strongest
and wisest of the three and ruled over the earth. Hades ruled the Underworld, the world of the dead. Poseidon
ruled the seas. He was also the god of earthquakes and horses. Poseidon had a beard and long blue hair. He
drove a golden cart called a chariot. It was pulled by strange beasts that were half-horse and half-snake.
Poseidon carried a three-pointed spear called a trident. He used this to start earthquakes or bring water out of
the ground. Like the sea he ruled, Poseidon could be either calm or stormy. As you might guess, the god of
earthquakes had a short temper. The people of Troy once asked Poseidon to help build a wall around their city.
When Troy fought a terrible war against Greece, Poseidon supported the Greeks. Each god had a city to
protect and watch over. The city showed its thanks by honoring that god especially. Maybe because he was
ill-tempered, Poseidon had trouble finding a city to honor him. The people of Athens chose Athena instead of
Poseidon as its protector. The people of Naxos chose Dionysus. The people of Aegina chose Zeus. Finally, all
the gods had special cities except Poseidon. He was very unhappy and disappointed. But at long last, the
people of Atlantis chose Poseidon. Atlantis was a huge island, and its people loved and honored him. There he
fell in love with a mortal princess named Clito. He built a palace for her, and they had ten sons. The sons grew
up to be kings who ruled different parts of Atlantis. Those kings ruled wisely, and Atlantis became the greatest
civilization in the world. Poseidon was proud and happy. But bad times came. The first kings of Atlantis died,
and their sons were bad rulers. And the sons who came after them were worse yet. It was actually the worst. It
had become both wicked and foolish. Finally, the people of Atlantis forgot to worship Poseidon. The sea god
became angry and used his trident to start a terrible earthquake. Atlantis sank beneath the waves, never to be
seen again. Not surprisingly, a god of earthquakes was taken very seriously there. They were great explorers
whose ships sailed to distant places. Today we call that ocean the Atlantic. Even so, some people still believe
that it once was real. And people keep looking for it. There once was a large island called Thera. It was
destroyed by a huge volcano. Like Atlantis, it sank into the sea. Hermes Hermes was the messenger god. He
was young and intelligent-looking. He wore a winged hat and winged sandals, and he carried a magic wand.
We know what he looked like because so many sculptors made statues of him. Hermes was said to be the god
of the marketplace. Oddly, he was also said to be the god of thieves. He himself was a clever thief. He started
stealing early in lifeâ€”actually on the day he was born. His father was Zeus, the king of the gods. His mother
was a young goddess named Maia. He was born in a mountain cave, and only a few minutes after his birth,
Hermes decided to make himself a toy. He picked up a tortoise shell and tied strings across it, then plucked the
strings. That was how Hermes invented the first musical instrument, which was called a lyre. And he invented
music too! His playing and singing put his mother to sleep. Then, when Hermes was still only an hour or two
old, he left the cave and went out to look around at the world. He soon found a herd of cattle that belonged to
the god Apollo. The baby Hermes liked the cattle and decided to steal them. As he led them away, the
branches dragged along and erased their hoof prints. Then he hid the cattle and went back to his cave. When
Apollo managed to track down Hermes, he was surprised to see that the thief was just a newborn baby. Even
so, he demanded his cattle back. Then Hermes started playing the lyre. Apollo was so delighted by the music
that he let Hermes keep the cattle in exchange for the lyre. After that, Apollo carried the lyre everywhere and
became known as the god of music. Hermes never stopped being full of mischief. But when he grew up, the
gods learned that they could count on him for one important task. With his winged hat and sandals, he ran and
flew as fast as the wind, so Zeus named him the messenger of the gods. Whenever the gods wanted to send
messages to mortals, they gave the job to Hermes. Statues of him could be found at crossroads throughout
Ancient Greece. They were put there to bring travelers good luck. Messages were usually carried by runners
on foot. So the god of messengers was considered a very important god. Story has it that he ran from one city
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to another, carrying news that the Greeks had won the Battle of Marathon. He delivered the message and died.
It had wings, like his hat and sandals. It also had snakes wrapped around it. Today the caduceus is the symbol
of the medical profession. Ares Ares was the god of war. He wore armor and a helmet, and he carried a shield,
sword, and spear. He was big and strong and had a fierce war cry, but his war cry was mostly just a lot of
noise. The armored goddess Athena was a much better warrior. They considered him a troublemaker. And like
many troublemakers, Ares was a coward and a bully. In fact, Ares was never really of use to anybody in a war.
One time a group of giants declared war on the gods. The giants wanted to rule the entire universe. To keep
Ares out of the fighting, they sneaked up on him and knocked him out cold, then they stuffed him into a jar.
The other gods heard Ares screaming for somebody to let him out. They just ignored him because they figured
they could fight better without him. They went on to defeat the giants, and then they let Ares out of the jar
after the battle was over. The other gods only laughed. Ares never stayed loyal to one side or the other in a
war. He just enjoyed watching people fighting and dying.
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Chapter 2 : Family Adventures :: Discover God 4 Kids
Treat your kids to outdoor fun with expert advice for getting little adventurers started, plus family trips, and top-brand
gear and clothing.

Kids Gear Support us! GearJunkie may earn a small commission from affiliate links in this article. As lovers
of the outdoors ourselves, we wanted to create a family habit of getting outside with our baby. From camping,
hiking, biking, and running around town, we love getting outside as a family. While it does present some new
challenges and a different pace, the emotional and physical payback is worth every minute. This is the gear we
love and recommend to our family and friends. We hope it helps you have as much fun outside with kids as
we do. Designed with safety and comfort for both parent and child as its number-one priority, we found it
works great for daily walks, bike commuting across town, and longer outdoor adventures. Complete with a
plastic covering, sun-shade, and bug screen, the Chariot is ready for any and all weather conditions. Plus, it
folds up small enough to put in the back of the car and sets up in less than a minute. Read the full Chariot
Review here. Physical therapists and professional runners, including ultra-runner Max King, have put their
mark of approval on it. Unlike a stroller, where you have to sacrifice your running form by pushing, the
KidRunner is designed so that you are pulling your child with a specially designed harness attached to your
waist. Pulling weight versus pushing is beneficial for both your stride and your joints. And our little guy loves
it because he can see us the whole time. Biomechanically, we found it infinitely more natural and enjoyable
than pushing even a top-of-the-line running stroller. Read moreâ€¦ The lightweight and durable cockpit has
two easy-to-remove wheels on either side, allowing it to easily glide over a variety of terrains. And the
fiberglass suspension tongue keeps the runner nearly perfectly balanced and smooth while running. The
KidRunner is made in batches and is currently taking orders for the next limited round of production. You can
place two small kids and gear or groceries inside. The company sells accessories to outfit the Cruiser for your
needs, from a small tabletop or a sun shade, to an infant car-seat adapter. We use it for slow-pace adventures
around the neighborhood and to the park. The company cites kids 7â€”45 pounds can ride in the cotton carrier.
And thanks to the rocker accessory for the Strider Bike, we have been able to fit Max onto it since he was 8
months old. He loves rocking back and forth, and we like that he is getting used to bikes and balance at such a
young age. When he gets older, we will then just take off the base for an easy transition to the trails. Rocking
horses are cool and all, but in our family, we prefer a rocking bike. Our preschool-age tester gives his
first-look review. On a recent trip to Europe, we opted for the pack instead of a stroller. We also like that it has
an integrated shade cover for keeping him out of the sun. For parents looking to hike with a tot in tow, the
Poco Pack is a must-have. Shop Now Camp Baby! Our contributor a new mom offers tips and advice to get
tiny ones outdoors all year. We took him cross country skiing, to the movies, on hikes and everywhere in the
house as we did our everyday tasks, all in the security of the Lalabu top. The shirts are comfortably snug, and I
especially love how they make a dad-specific shirt. Some people swear by fabric wraps or other baby-wearing
options, but as new, tired parents, we wanted something that was easy. And putting on a shirt is about as
simple as it gets. After long days outside, we look forward to curling up in this ultra warm, cozy,
water-resistant blanket. Plus the Jeremy Collins artwork makes it beautiful enough to use as a comforter on
our own bed at home. When it comes to keeping babies comfortable, toasty, and looking stylish, Patagonia has
it figured out. Both are easy to throw on top of whatever they are wearing and have either attached mittens and
booties or extra length to keep their extremities covered. The Stingray Tree tent is suspended between three
points trees, boulders, or even trucks. We set ours up in our backyard as well as at a remote base camp for a
few days. The entrance hole in the floor can be sealed, which helps nervous parents relax. Do note that babies,
toddlers, and young children should never be left unattended in it. But, with proper supervision, it kept the
kiddos happy and the adults equally excited to have their little ones up away from spiders and snakes while
they cooked dinner. By nightfall, we used it as our sleeping quarters â€” my husband and I on the sides and
Max in the middle. The Stingray is easy to set up and easy to transport yet durable enough to leave up for a
long time. Appropriate for bike rides to the grocery store, to the park, or to visit Nanny and Grandpa, the
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RideAlong attaches securely in just seconds. Max likes it because he can see ahead with the wind in his face,
and we love it because we can talk to him while we ride. The seat is light and easily mounts and dismounts
just behind the stem of multiple bikes. The straps and foot pegs are adjustable, ensuring that we can use this
seat for at least a few more years. We even have several friends who use this on their mountain bikes to take
their 2-year-olds on the local easy single track. Thule does sell an optional fairing for the RideAlong, but it
only protects your child from wind, not the elements, which makes the whole thing best suited to fair-weather
endeavors. Gearing Babies up on a Budget We hear you: First, before you drop a ton of money on gear for
your baby, tot, or kid, check out your local thrift stores and used gear stores. Ask your fellow parent friends if
they have anything they want to get rid of. Having a go-to source for secondhand gear can be a real treasure.
We splurged on a couple things like the Chariot. We use it multiple times, every single day, making it a
worthwhile investment Most of all, just get out there. Whatever gear you end up choosing, your kid, your
sanity, and your memories will thank you for making the effort to get outside. Looking to keep your kids
warm this winter? Check out our favorite cold weather layers: Dressing Children for Cold Weather Layer up
the babies, toddlers, and kids with wool base layers, tiny performance outerwear, and warm boots to enjoy
winter as a family.
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Chapter 3 : Armor of God â€“ Bible Pathway Adventures
Garden of the Gods is a registered National Natural Landmark located in Colorado Springs, Colorado. Reminiscent of
Moab, Utah, the Garden of the Gods features foot rock formations against one of Colorado's most famous 14ers, Pikes
Peak.

Before you begin read and discuss the verses in 1 Corinthians You can discuss how we are not always patient,
kindâ€¦ but when we ask God for His help with this He helps us. Then discuss how when we serve others we
also serve God. When we choose to serve God, we start a chain reaction of events in our home, community
and the world. By serving God, we also serve others. Basically, you cut out tons of hearts and write on each
heart something you love about that person. Each family member writes 2 things for each person in the family.
Make sure to go the link above for the complete instructions. Talk about the verse in 1 John 4: When we love
others we are actually loving God. Draw 5 rings on a sheet of paper and write in each oneâ€”God, Family,
Friends, Community neighbors, church, community centers and World. Then fill a bucket of water and drop a
marble in it and watch the ripples move across the water. Explain how when we do acts of kindness we show
others love and that creates a chain reaction that affects others. This one little action affects the whole pool of
water. Things we have done are given roses to the ladies on the street that are homeless or selling things.
Another year we past out Happy Meals to kids using the money our children had saved up from our Save,
Give, Spend system. Read 1 John 3: The story of St. Enjoy a heart snack and discuss the story behind St.
Before you begin read and discuss the verse in 1 John 3: Jesus Christ laid down his life for us. And we ought
to lay down our lives for our brothers and sisters. Here is a short excerpt of St. He had Valentine thrown into
prison and deemed that he would be put to death. On the eve of his execution, with no writing instruments
available, Valentine is said to have written her a sonnet in ink that he squeezed from violets. Legend has it that
his words made the blind woman see again. It was a brief romance because the next day Valentine was
clubbed to death by Roman executioners. You can discuss the history of St. Here we want to encourage our
family to love on others, neighbors and friends with the ways the Lord has gifted us. Ask your familyâ€”Who
do they serve in their life? The Bible says he has given us special talents so we can serve others. Or you can
write to their family member of the ones who have stayed behind and let them know how much you appreciate
that their family member has gone before them to serve God in the mission field or their country. You can
make cookies and pass them out to homeless people or your neighbors. Here are some fun ones: Activity
â€”Everything we do, do in Love! Here are a few verses: Have them one at a time, read out loud what each
verse says. End with reading the verse in 1 Corinthians You can also attach the scripture hearts to balloons
like we did here. This is for your spouseâ€” Scripture Love Notes Now Your Turn Share with me in the
comments below what you do to take this commercialized holiday and turn it into a lesson of your values and
faith.
Chapter 4 : Kids Camo & Adventure Gear for the Outdoors - Fatigues Army Navy & Surplus Gear Co.
Disclosure: The Adventure Junkies is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate
advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn advertising fees by advertising and linking to
calendrierdelascience.com

Chapter 5 : Exploring Garden of the Gods, Illinois - Pitstops for Kids
of over 2, results for "kids adventure gear" Born Toys Backyard Safari Vest and Costume with Explorer kit for
Outdoor,Nature,Park Ranger,Paleontology,Zoo Keeper, Halloween,Camping,Hiking, STEM and Scientific Dress up and
Role Play.

Chapter 6 : Ancient Greek Gods & Goddesses Facts For Kids
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Kids Camo & Adventure Gear for the Outdoors Posted by Fatigues Army Navy & Gear Co. on May 19, Fatigues Army
Navy stocks a full line of Kids Camo Clothing and Adventure Gear.

Chapter 7 : Outdoor Kids: The Best Adventure Family Gear | GearJunkie
Here's the gear to make getting outside with kids fun. From hiking with toddlers to biking with babies, we've got you
covered. As lovers of the outdoors ourselves, we wanted to create a family.

Chapter 8 : Adventure Games for Kids
Give the Gift of Adventure. There is no greater gift than the spirit of calendrierdelascience.com truly is a gift for life. And
you can give it in a thousand ways. There's a growing body of science which tells us it's important for kids to regularly
get active, outside and in touch with nature. It's good for their well being, good for their d.

Chapter 9 : 8 Great Activities to Focus on God's Love with Your Kids on Valentine's Day
The Large Assault Backpack from Red Rock Outdoor Gear will equip you for your next adventure. Features 35 liters of
storage with fully adjustable shoulder, waist and sternum straps for weight distribution.
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